INTERNATIONAL RULES

WOMEN´S PHYSIQUE
DEFINITION: The Women’s Physique category is aimed at women who
prefer to develop a less muscular, yet athletic and aesthetically pleasing
physique, unlike former women’s bodybuilders.

SENIOR

Class A: Up to and incl. 163 cm
Class B: Over 163 cm

MASTER Over 35 years: 1 open category

The attire is a two-piece bikini, which must conform to the following criteria

The two-piece bikini must be in
good taste and styled in a way,
as to have a proper and decent fit

No footwear
allowed

Color, fabric, texture,
ornamentation and style will
be left to the competitor’s
discretion, except:
The bikini bottom will cover
a minimum of ½ of the
gluteus and all of the frontal
area. The bikini must be in
good taste. Strings are
strictly prohibited.

Except for a wedding ring, bracelets and earrings, jewellery will not be worn

If there are more than 15 competitors, the judges will select the top 15 to advance to round 1.
The entire category will be called onstage, in a single line and in numerical order. in groups
of no more than eight competitors at a time, each group will be directed to center-stage area
to perform the four mandatory poses.
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The entire category will be called onstage, in a single line and in numerical order.
In numerical order, and in groups of no more than eight competitors at a time, each group will
be directed to center-stage area to perform the four mandatory poses.
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Based on the panel judges propositions, the Chief Judge will form key comparisons, with no less than three and
no more than eight competitors. In each comparison competitors will perform:
1) Four quarter turns, immediately followed by
2) Four mandatory poses
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The top 6 finalists are brought onstage, in a single line and in numerical order. Each finalist will be introduced by number, country and name.
The top 6 finalists will perform the four quarter turns and four mandatory poses, as a group and at the same time, in the the middle of the stage.
After the 4th pose, the Chief Judge will reverse the order of the competitors and will repeat the four quarter turns and the four mandatory poses
once again. This part of Round 2 will be scored.
As soon as the mandatory poses are completed, the IFBB Chief Judge will call for a 30- to 60-second Posedown to music of the Organizer’s
choice. This part of Round 2 will not be scored.
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Pose down is not scored

Each of the top 6 finalists, in numerical order, will perform an individual posing routine to
music of her choice, up to a maximum of 30 seconds. This round will be scored.

The use of props is prohibited

The maximun length of the routine is up to
30 seconds

